GOVERNMENT OF MAURITIUS

SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Ministry: Local Government and Solid Waste Management

Post: Plumber and Pipe Fitter

Salary: Rs 6,275 x 150 − 7,325 x 175 − 8,200 x 200 − 9,000 x 250 − 10,000 x 300 − 10,300 (25 12 33)

Effective Date: 04 July 2005

Qualifications: By appointment of Tradesman’s Assistants and Local Government Tradesman’s Assistants of the Ministry who have passed the appropriate trade test.

Duties:
1. To carry out necessary measurements and calculations of the trade in accordance with technical specifications.
2. To rivet tank joints and to solder ball valves.
3. To use pipe wrench and tongs and make water tight joints.
4. To prepare and replace common tap washers.
5. To lay soil galvanised pipes.
6. To lay cast iron piping and caulk joints to same in lead.
7. To use soldering iron and execute soldered joints.
8. To screw pipes with stocks and dies.
9. To use pipe cutter and hacksaw to cut pipe square or to a given angle.
10. To make lead traps for wash hand basins.
11. To connect water system from meter to buildings and execute necessary reductions and branches.
12. To install baths, cistern syphons and overflow, urinals, water tap and to connect them to water supply.
13. To read scale plans, take off dimensions and set out any house sewer and connections.
14. To prepare estimates in regard to types and quantities of materials required for specific work relating to plumbing and pipe fitting.
15. To train and supervise Tradesman’s Assistants, Local Government Tradesman’s Assistants and other workers under his supervision.
16. To perform such cognate duties as may be assigned.
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